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1.  Introduction to Functions: 

 

I think one of the reasons that the views 

of Frege, Russell, and others within the 

tradition of mathematical logic have 

dominated logic during the last century 

or so is primarily because of their 

adaptation of the functional notation of 

mathematics.  Functional notation was 

especially effective in symbolizing 

relations of the sort one encounters in 

mathematics.  In mathematical thought, 

functions involve relations, an ordered 

pair, or an ordered set of coordinates.  

You may remember the ordered pair (x, 

y) from algebra, which pair was used to 

plot graphs (x being the horizontal part 

of the graph, and y being the vertical part 

of the graph).  Despite your best efforts 

to forget mathematics, you may still 

recall an equation such as the following: 

 

(1)  f(x) = x
2
+5x+10 

 

In the above equation “x” is called a 

variable, since it stands for any number 

you want.  You could replace the x in (1) 

by any number, and solve the equation 

on the right of the equal sign.  For 

instance, if x in the resulting function 

“f(x)” just so happens to be 2, then you 

would replace “x” in the right sided 

equation (wherever the x may occur) 

with the number 2; hence, 

 

(1*)  If x=(2), then f(x) = (2)
2
+5(2)+10, 

that is, 4+10+10 = 24 

 

There is an analogy between functional 

notation in mathematics of the sort 

mentioned above and logical notation, 

but only up to a point.  I for one have no 

trouble at all in appropriating symbols 

from mathematicians when they aren’t 

paying sufficient attention.  That does 

not mean, however, that the logician 

should forsake pure logic for the 

temptations of mathematics.  Logic and 

mathematics are not the same, nor do 

they reduce to one other.  It’s true that 

the belief that these two could be 

reduced to one another generated a great 

deal of logical work, but that’s just the 

way it is with bad ideas from time to 

time.  Sometimes they produce good, or 

at least interesting, results.  It’s 

analogous to the principle in logic where 

you can have a true conclusion, even 

though your premises are false. 

 

Let’s look more closely at functions.  

What exactly is a function?  In brief, a 

function is a rule or a command.  The 

following all pretty much refer to the 

same type of thing: 

 

command(x) c (x) 

procedure(x) p (x) 

process(x) p (x) 

rule(x)  r (x) 

law(x)  l (x) 

do(x)  d (x) 
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We can also specify what type of 

function we want.  For instance: 

 

add(x)   a (x)   

subtract(x) s (x) 

multiply(x) m (x) 

divide(x)  d (x) 

 

Mathematicians have agreed to use the 

expression 

 

f (x) 

 

as the general form of a function. 
 

It’s important to note that f (x) is not 

itself the function.  That’s what the “f” 

stands for.  The expression f (x) is the 

result of the function.  Or to put it 

another way, “x” is the input value, or 

the argument of the function.  The 

function itself is f, and f (x) is the output 

value or as mathematicians describe it, 

the image of x under f.  Pretend that you 

are x, and that a camera is f, and that the 

expression f (x) is the picture of you 

once the camera has done its work.  

Thus, f (x) is the picture or image of you 

(x), in accordance with, or under, the 

camera’s process of operation, that is, 

under f.  The operation is, input, process, 

output.  A lot of mathematics and 

computer science makes use of this basic 

concept in mathematics. 

 

Modern mathematical logic was 

developed on the basis of the concept of 

functionality.  In this type of logic “x” is 

the argument and “f” is seen as an 

incomplete function.  This function 

needs to be saturated by an input value, 

such as “x”―sort of like a sponge 

needing to be saturated by water, or 

perhaps a cup being filled with water.  

Hence, in mathematical logic, the 

expression: 

 

(x) (f1x  f2x) 

 

means that for all x, if x is an f1, then x is 

a f2.  (The subscripts 1 and 2 are used in 

order to distinguish between two 

different functions.) 

 

Take a look again at: 

 

(x)( f1x  f2x) 

 

Where exactly is a command being given 

to do something?  Well, if you know 

anything about quantifiers, you can see 

that the (x) standing before the 

function expression is telling us to do 

something.  It’s telling us to quantify 

over anything that “x” stands for.  In 

other words, it’s a specific type of 

function which says to universally 

quantify(x) or q(x).  If we want to 

make it more mathematical, we could 

write it like this: 

 

q(x) [( f1x  f2x)] 

 

Here we are saying that for whatever x 

is, quantify it universally, such that 

whatever x stands for in the argument, 

you’re dealing with all x.  There is also 

another function at work in the 

argument, though it is not shown at the 

front.  What about the “if-then” process?  

The symbol  is telling us that the first 

expression f1x implies the second 

expression f2x.  Hence, we would need 

to use if-then(f (x)) or i (f (x)), as in the 

following: 

 

i (f (x)) {q (x) [( f1x  f2x)]} 
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I want to make it clear that in logical 

calculus I’m only using the word 

“functional” because of a similarity in 

symbols, not because such symbols are 

the same as mathematical functions.  I 

want to reiterate once more that 

mathematics cannot be reduced to logic 

nor can logic be reduced to mathematics.  

These are two separate sciences, and it is 

a mistake to see any more between them 

than simple analogies or metaphors.  For 

example, when I refer to arguments as 

“equations,” that is just an analogy, and 

shouldn’t be taken as more than that.  

This error of treating logic as if it were 

reducible to mathematics was a common 

error in the 19
th

 century, as was its 

opposite error of attempting to reduce 

mathematics to logic, which error even 

survived into the 20
th

 century.1 

 

2.  Sommers & the Square of Opposition 

 

The following four propositions 

represent the traditional square of 

opposition in this version of logical 

calculus.  I introduce the absolute value 

sign to represent quantification of the 

subject term.  The absolute value sign is 

the same as the traditional omnis-

operator in formal logic, “All”.  The lack 

of an absolute value sign always means 

the subject is particular rather than 

universal.  Parentheses may also be used 

to represent the “some” operator. 

 

Sentences                      Formula 

All S is P P|s| 

Some S is P Ps 

No S is P ~P|s| 

Some S is not P ~Ps 

                                                           
1
 For a critique of the idea that logic is the same 

as mathematics or vice versa, see H. Veatch, 

Intentional Logic, New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 

1952.  

In the above “functional” symbolism, 

“No S is P” is equivalent to “All S is 

non-P”, and in this logical calculus, we 

have used the latter form, ~P|s|, which 

means “All S is non-P.”  The particular 

negative, “Some S is not P” is equivalent 

to “Some S is non-P”, and we’ve also 

used the latter form in this case as well, 

~Ps means “Some S is ~P.” 

 

The above symbolism is in part a 

simplification (or what I take to be a 

simplification) of Fred Sommers’ more 

elaborate symbolism in his important 

essay, “On a Fregean Dogma.”2  In this 

connection, I don’t think Sommers’ 

notation is entirely perspicuous, nor is it 

easy to use.  He also abandoned it later 

in favor of a different symbolism 

discussed in his book, The Logic of 

Natural Languages.  Nevertheless, I 

believe Sommers was on the right track 

in using this symbolism, and with a few 

modifications, it can even be connected 

up with the predicate logic devised by 

Frege and Russell (which we will 

explore in Logical Calculus 2). 

 

Here is how Sommers formulated the 

square of opposition using his functional 

symbolism: 

 

Type    Formula      Sentence 

A Ps All S are P 

E Ps  No S are P 

I P s  Some S are P 

O P’s Some S are not P 

 

Now the A and E propositions involve 

term negation.  In the universal 

affirmative proposition A, the above 

                                                           
2
 Imre Lakatos’s book, Problems in the 

Philosophy of Mathematics (1965, 67), pp. 47-

81. 
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form “Ps” says the “All S are P” or “S’s 

are P’s.”  The E form says that “No S is 

P,” or “S’s are un-P’s.”  In both these 

cases, a predicate is being affirmed or 

denied of a subject.  On the other hand, I 

and O propositions leave off simple term 

negation, and involve sentence negations 

as well.  The I proposition above says 

that “S’s aren’t un-P’s”; or “Some S are 

P.”  The O proposition says that “S’s 

aren’t P’s”; or “Some S are not P.”  Here 

is how it would look in logical 

arithmetic, and you can see the transition 

from term affirmation or denial to 

sentence affirmation or denial:

 

Type              Sommers      Sentence                            Logical Arithmetic 

A Ps S’s are P’s SaP 

E Ps  S’s are un-P’s Sa~P 

I P s  S’s aren’t un-P’s ~(Sa~P) 

O P’s S’s aren’t P’s ~(SaP) 

   

Refer to the last two propositions in 

parentheses.  The negative sentence 

operator standing before both sentences 

means that both sentences are being 

denied, not the terms.   

 

In logical calculus, as here understood, 

the use of the absolute value sign for 

universal quantity, as well as the lack of 

an absolute value sign for particularity, 

should help in avoiding this transition 

between terms and sentences.  All 

negation signs will therefore be term 

operators, not sentence operators (at 

least for the square of opposition). 

 

Moving on from our basic functional 

symbolism to some other operations in 

logic, let us represent the process of 

conversion as follows:

 

 

Sentence Conversions                            Logical Calculus 

All S is P to Some P is S P|s|  =  Sp 

Some S is P to Some P is S Ps  =  Sp 

No S is P to No P is S ~P|s|  =  ~S|p| 

Some S is not P ~Ps = not converted 

 

One other form of conversion is 

necessary in logical calculus.  This form 

is basically the transposition rule in 

logical algebra, which states that x  y 

can be transposed by negating y and then 

negating x, hence, ~y  ~x.  In logical 

arithmetic, this is the operation, SaP, 

Se~P, ~PeS, to ~Pa~S.  In this logical 

calculus, the same operation is 

represented by going from: 

 

P|s| 

 

“All s is P” to 

 

~S|~p| 

 

This means “All nonp is nonS,” which is 

the same as ~Pa~S. 
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3.  Syllogisms in Functional Notation 

 

One of the major differences between 

logical calculus and both logical 

arithmetic and logical algebra is that the 

middle term is no longer polarized in 

logical calculus.  On the contrary, the 

signs of the middle term must be 

equivalent, or the argument will not 

arrive at a valid conclusion.  In short, the 

symbols for the middle term must be 

either positive or negative, not one or the 

other at the same time. 

 

In solving the argument, “All humans 

are mortal; Socrates is human; therefore, 

Socrates is mortal,” we set up the 

functional notation as follows: 

 

M|h| & H|s| = M|s|  

 

As pointed out, the absolute value sign 

symbolizes universal quantity, and the 

absolute value sign around Socrates is 

due to the fact that individuals have what 

Sommers calls “wild” quantity, meaning 

they can take on either universal or 

particular value, e.g., “All Socrates” or 

“Some Socrates” or “All individuals 

identical to Socrates are…” or “Some 

individuals identical to Socrates are….”  

This is because there is only one 

Socrates in either case. 

 

Here are some basic rules for using this 

logical calculus to solve syllogisms: 

 

1.  In the conclusion, the predicate term 

is capital “P” and the subject term is 

small “s”.  The premises must also 

reflect this form. 

 

For instance, the above argument 

involving Socrates, humanity, and 

mortality can be generalized using M (or 

m) for middle term and P (or p) for 

predicate term.  In 

 

P|m| & M|s| = P|s| 

 

note how the “P” is capital and the “s” is 

lower-case in the conclusion, so this 

means it must be the same way in the 

premises as well.  Or, to put it another 

way, if the premises have s and P, then 

the conclusion must also have this form. 

 

Now if the premises are not in this form 

(capital P, lower-case s), they can be 

changed by means of conversion or 

inversion.  For instance, consider the 

argument “All M is P; Some M is S; 

therefore, Some S is P.”  In logical 

calculus: 

 

P|m| & Sm = ? 

 

This equation has a capital “S” in one of 

the premises.  What do we need to do?  

According to rule 1, we need to have a 

small “s” in the conclusion, so the 

capital “S” in the premises must be 

changed to a small s.  How do we do 

that?  Well, it’s very easy.  Just change 

Sm to Ms by simple conversion:  

 

P|m| & Ms = Ps. 

 

Again, for rule 1, the subject term must 

be in lower-case to derive a valid 

conclusion.  So we had to find some way 

of getting the premises in the right form.  

Here is the equation again, although this 

time I’ve highlighted the subject and 

predicate term so that you can see what I 

mean: 

 

P|m| & Ms = Ps 

 

Notice how the terms in the premises are 
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now identical to the terms in the 

conclusion.  The conclusion, Ps, “Some 

S is P”, is a valid conclusion. 

 

2.  The middle term must have like signs, 

whether positive or negative. 

 

In the equation, 

 

P|m| & M|s| = P|s| 

 

Notice how both highlighted m’s are 

positive, so it meets the requirement of 

rule 2.  In other arguments, both m’s can 

be negative, but in no case can one m be 

positive and the other negative, and still 

result in a valid conclusion. 

   

3.  At least one of the letters of the 

middle term must have the absolute 

value sign. 

 

In the above example, |m| means that that 

the subject is universally quantified.  

This is our familiar rule from logical 

arithmetic that at least one of the middle 

terms must be connected to “All” or 

“No.”  The absolute value sign around a 

middle term means the term has been 

distributed.  If the sign is missing from 

the equation, then the middle term has 

not been distributed, and the resulting 

conclusion will be invalid. 

 

Sometimes an equation will lack an 

absolute value sign on first reading.  Is 

such an equation always invalid?  The 

answer is no.  It may be possible to 

convert the premiss to proper form, and 

this would result in a valid conclusion.  

Let’s look at the argument, “All P is M; 

No S is M; therefore, No S is P.”  In 

logical calculus it would be: 

 

M|p| & ~M|s| = ? 

Since P needs to be capital in the 

conclusion, we need to change the p in 

the first premiss to reflect this.  Also, the 

middle terms are different, so we have to 

change at least one premiss so that the 

middle terms have the same term 

operators: 

 

~P|m| & ~M|s| = ~P|s| 

 

As we said above, M|p| can be inverted 

to ~P|~m|.  Note also that the middle 

term has the same sign now, and at least 

one of them is universally qauntified 

with an absolute value sign.  The above 

argument is therefore valid. 

 

4.  The subject term in the conclusion 

takes on the quantity of the subject term 

in the premises. 

 

As can be seen in the above example, 

because |s| is universally quantified in 

the premises, it must also be universally 

quantified in the conclusion as |s|.   If the 

subject term of the premises lacks the 

absolute value sign, it is particular, and 

the conclusion must also lack the 

absolute value sign, and be a particular 

conclusion of the form, “Some S is/is 

not….” 

 

 

4.  Valid Arguments 

 

Here are the 19 valid arguments in 

traditional logic expressed in function 

notation.  These are all in normal form: 

 

1.  Barbara 

 

All M is P 

All S is M 

Therefore, All S is P. 

P|m| & M|s| = P|s| 
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2.  Celarent 

 

No M is P 

All S is M 

Therefore, No S is P 

~P|m|  &  M|s| = ~P|s| 

 

3.  Darii 

 

All M is = 

Some S is M 

Therefore, Some S is P 

P|m|  &  Ms =  Ps 

 

4.  Ferio 

 

No M is P 

Some S is M 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

~P|m|  &  Ms =  ~Ps 

 

5.  Cesare 

 

No P is M 

All S is M 

Therefore, No S is P 

~M|p| & M|s|; 

~P|m| &  M|s|  = ~P|s| 

 

6.  Camestres 

 

All P is M 

No S is M 

Therefore, No S is P 

M|p|  &  ~M|s|  = ?  

~P|~m|  &  ~M|s|  =  ~P|s| 

 

7.  Festino 

 

No P is M 

Some S is M 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

~M|p| &  Ms = ? 

~P|m|  &  Ms  =  ~Ps 

 

8.  Baroko 

 

All P is M 

Some S is not M 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

M|p| &  ~Ms = ? 

~P|~m| &  ~Ms =  ~Ps 

 

9.  Darapti 

 

All M is P 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is P 

P|m| &  S|m| = ? 

P|m|  &  Ms  =  Ps 

 

10.  Disamis 

 

Some M is P 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is P 

Pm  &  S|m| = ?  

Pm  &  Ms  =  Ps 

 

11.  Datisi 

 

All M is P 

Some M is S 

Therefore, Some S is P 

P|m|  & Sm = ? 

P|m|  & Ms  =  Ps 

 

12.  Felapton 

 

No M is P 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

~P|m|  &  S|m| = ? 

~P|m|  &  Ms  =  ~Ps 

 

13.  Bokardo 

Some M is not P 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is not P 
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~Pm  &  S|m| = ? 

~Pm  & Ms   =  ~Ps 

 

14.  Ferison 

 

No M is P 

Some M is S 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

~P|m|  &  Sm = ? 

~P|m|  &  Ms  =  ~Ps 

 

15.  Bramantip 

 

All P is M 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is P 

M|p|  &  S|m| = ? 

Pm  &  Ms   =  Ps 

 

16.  Camenes 

 

All P is M 

No M is S 

Therefore, No S is P 

M|p|  &  ~S|m|  = ? 

~P|~m|  &  ~M|s|   =  ~P|s| 

 

17.  Dimaris 

 

Some P is M 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is P 

Mp  &  S|m|  = ? 

Pm  &  Ms   =  Ps  

 

18.  Fesapo 

 

No P is M 

All M is S 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

~M|p|  &  S|m|  = ? 

~P|m|  &  Ms   =  ~Ps 

 

19.  Fresison 

 

No P is M 

Some M is S 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

~M|p| &  Sm = ? 

~P|m|  & Ms  =  ~Ps 

 

 

5.  Invalidity 

 

Using the above rules, we can go 

through all figures of the syllogism and 

determine which are valid and which are 

invalid.  Try these on your own.  Write 

down the premises, and leave off the 

conclusion, then try to reach the 

conclusion using the above rules.  Come 

back later to see if you got it right! 

 

First Figure: 

 

MP 

SM 

SP 

 

AA-1: P|m| & M|s| = P|s| = valid 

AE-1: P|m| & ~M|s| = invalid, premises 

already in correct form, P|s|; middle 

terms not same. 

AI-1: P|m| & Ms = Ps = valid 

AO-1: P|m| & ~Ms = invalid; middles 

not same. 

EA-1:  ~P|m| & M|s| =  ~P|s| = valid  

EE-1: ~P|m| & ~M|s| = invalid; middles 

not same. 

EI-1: ~P|m| & Ms = ~Ps = valid 

EO-1: ~P|m| & ~Ms = invalid; middles 

not same. 

IA-1: Pm & M|s| = invalid; at least one 

m must have absolute value sign. 

IE-1: Pm & ~M|s| = invalid; middles 

not same. 

II-1: Pm & Ms = invalid; no 

distribution. 

IO-1: Pm & ~Ms = invalid; middles not 

same; no distribution. 
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OA-1: ~Pm & M|s| = invalid; middle 

undistributed. 

OE-1: ~Pm & ~M|s| = invalid; middles 

not same; no distribution. 

OI-1: ~Pm & Ms = invalid; middle 

undistributed. 

OO-1: ~Pm & ~Ms = invalid; middles 

not same; undistributed. 

 

Second Figure:  

 

PM 

SM 

SP 

 

AA-2: M|p|  &  M|s| = ? 

 Pm & M|s| = invalid; middles 

undistributed. 

AE-2: M|p| &  ~M|s| = ?  

 ~P|~m| & ~M|s| = ~P|s| = valid 

AI-2: M|p| & Ms = ? 

 Pm & Ms = invalid; middles 

undistributed 

AO-2:  M|p| & ~Ms = ?  

 ~P|~m| & ~Ms = ~Ps = valid 

EA-2: ~M|p| & M|s| = ? 

 ~P|m| & M|s| = ~P|s| = valid 

EE-2: ~M|p| & ~M|s| = ? 

 ~P|m| & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

EI-2: ~M|p| & Ms = ? 

 ~P|m| & Ms = ~Ps = valid 

EO-2: ~M|p| & ~Ms = ? 

 ~P|m| & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

IA-2: Mp & M|s| = ? 

 Pm & M|s| = invalid; middles 

undistributed 

IE-2: Mp & ~M|s| = ? 

 Pm & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

II-2: Mp & Ms  = ? 

 Pm & Ms = invalid; middles 

undistributed 

IO-2: Mp & ~Ms = ? 

 Pm & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

OA-2: ~Mp  &  M|s|  =  invalid; O not 

convertible 

OE-2: ~Mp  &  ~M|s|  = invalid; O not 

convertible 

OI-2: ~Mp  &  Ms  = invalid; O not 

convertible 

OO-2: ~Mp  &  ~Ms  = invalid; O not 

convertible 

 

Third Figure 

 

MP 

MS 

SP 

 

AA-3 P|m| & S|m| = ?  

 P|m| & Ms = Ps = valid 

AE-3 P|m| & ~S|m| = ? 

 P|m| & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

AI-3 P|m| & Sm = ? 

 P|m| & Ms = Ps = valid 

AO-3 P|m| & ~Sm =  ? 

 P|m| & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

EA-3 ~P|m| & S|m| = ?  

 ~P|m| & Ms = ~Ps = valid 

EE-3 ~P|m| & ~S|m| = ? 

 ~P|m| & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

EI-3 ~P|m| & Sm = ? 

 ~P|m| & Ms = ~Ps = valid 

EO-3 ~P|m| & ~Sm = ? 

 ~P|m| & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

IA-3 Pm & S|m| = ? 

 Pm & Ms = Ps = valid; middles 

distributed in original equation 

IE-3 Pm & ~S|m| =  ? 

 Pm & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

II-3 Pm & Sm = ? 

 Pm & Ms = invalid; middles 
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undistributed 

IO-3 Pm & ~Sm = ? 

 Pm & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

OA-3 ~Pm & S|m| = ? 

 ~Pm & Ms = ~Ps = valid; 

middles distributed in original equation 

OE-3 ~Pm & ~S|m| = ? 

 ~Pm & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

OI-3 ~Pm & Sm = ? 

 ~Pm & Ms = invalid; 

undistributed middle 

OO-3 ~Pm & ~Sm  =  ? 

 ~Pm & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles; also undistributed 

 

Fourth Figure 

 

PM 

MS 

SP 

 

AA-4 M|p| & S|m| = ? 

 Pm & Ms = Ps = valid; middle 

distributed in original equation 

AE-4 M|p| & ~S|m| = ? 

 ~P|~m| & ~M|s| = ~P|s| = valid 

AI-4 M|p| & Sm = ? 

 Pm & Ms = invalid; middles 

undistributed 

AO-4 M|p| & ~Sm  =  ? 

 Pm & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

EA-4 ~M|p| & S|m|  = ? 

 ~P|m| & Ms  =  ~Ps = valid 

EE-4 ~M|p| & ~S|m| = ? 

 ~P|m| & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

EI-4 ~M|p| & Sm = ? 

 ~P|m| & Ms = ~Ps = valid; 

middle distributed in second equation 

EO-4 ~M|p| & ~Sm = ? 

 ~P|m| & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

IA-4 Mp & S|m| = ? 

 Pm & Ms = Ps = valid; middle 

distributed in original equation 

IE-4 Mp & ~S|m| = ? 

 Pm & ~M|s| = invalid; unlike 

middles 

II-4 Mp & Sm = ? 

 Pm & Ms = invalid; middles 

undistributed 

IO-4 Mp & ~Sm = ? 

 Pm & ~Ms = invalid; unlike 

middles 

OA-4 ~Mp & S|m| = invalid; O not 

convertible 

OE-4 ~Mp & ~S|m| = invalid; O not 

convertible 

OI-4 ~Mp & Sm = invalid; O not 

convertible 

OO-4 ~Mp & ~Sm = invalid; O not 

convertible 

 

  

6.  Solving the Sorites: 

 

We have discussed the sorites 

extensively in the chapter “Logical 

Arithmetic 2,” and the reader is directed 

to that paper for further information on 

how to check the validity of soriteses.  

As far as representing a sorites by way of 

functional symbolism, we provide the 

following short discussion. 

 

Here is an example of an Aristotelian 

sorities: 

 

All x is y; All y is z; All z is e; All e is 

m; therefore, All x is m. 

 

In functional notation: 

 

y|x| & z|y| & e|z| & m|e| = x|m| 

 

In logical addition, it’s best to start with 

the last premiss, and “stack” the earlier 
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premises on top of the later premises, as 

follows: 

 

1.            y |x| 

2.         z |y| 

3.      e |z| 

4.  m|e|________     

   m          |x| 

 

We originally wrote the numerals 1 

through 4 down, then wrote out each 

remiss, starting with 4, then working 

upward to premiss 3, and so on.  By 

connecting the linking terms a sort of 

diagonal form resulted.  The conclusion 

was m|x|, or “All x is m.” 

 

Here is a Goclenian sorites: 

 

All e is m; All z is e; All y is z, and All x 

is y. 

 

In functional symbolism: 

 

m|e| & e|z| & z|y| &  y|x| = m|x| 

 

Solving by logical addition: 

 

1.  m |e|  

2.       e|z| 

3.          z |y| 

4.              y |x| 

   m            |x| 

 

In this case, we started with premiss 1 

and worked our way down connecting up 

the linking terms.  The conclusion was 

m|x|, or “All x is m.” 

 

7.  Relational Arguments: 

 
Relational arguments are invalid in 

formal logic because they commit the 

fallacy of four terms.  Since reasoning is 

limited to the use of three terms, the 

major, minor, and middle terms, 

relational arguments would not really be 

“arguments” in a strictly logical sense.  

Nevertheless, while relational arguments 

are not forms of reasoning, and are 

hence, not properly logical, they are 

forms of calculation.  Our preferred 

symbolism for a relation in logical 

calculus is the following: 

 

R(y): x   Some x is R of y. 

 

The colon should help the reader not to 

confuse relational expressions with 

subject-predicate expressions, as in the 

following: Rx  Some x is R 

 

The above expression “some x is R” is 

not the same type of thing as “x is R of 

y.”  That’s because a predicate is not the 

same type of thing as a relation.  A 

relation is really an object, and when we 

use symbols such as 2+2=4 to represent 

a relation, we are talking about an 

abstract object, in this case a 

mathematical object.  On the other hand, 

a predicate is the logical form by which a 

thing is known, both as regards to its 

essential nature or to its incidental 

nature.  It is an idea (from eido, meaning 

to see) that is affirmed of a subject, and 

is that which brings us to see something 

about the subject, to have knowledge of 

the subject. 

 

In his book on logic, Carroll provided 

some examples of how to translate 

relations into subject-predicate 

statements.  For instance, the relational 

expression “No fat creatures run well” 

becomes the subject-predicate form, “No 

fat creatures are creatures that run well,” 

and so on, with many other examples.3  

                                                           
3
 Lewis Carroll, Symbolic Logic, Bartley edition, 

pp. 143, 188. 
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The linguistic transformation is from 

grammatical verb to logical predicate, 

from “No fat creatures | run well” to “No 

| fat creatures | are | creatures that run 

well.” 

 

As can be seen, with the addition of the 

universe of discourse (“are creatures 

that”), a relational statement becomes 

subject-predicate in form.  In illustrating 

the statement, “I have been out for a 

walk,” Carroll parses it as follows: 

 

All. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . sign of quantity 

I’s. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .Subject 

Are. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .copula 

Persons who have been out for a walk 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . predicate 

 

Of this he says, “The Univ[erse] is 

‘persons.’  The Individual I may be 

regarded as a Class, of persons, whose 

peculiar Attribute is ‘represented by the 

Name “I”,’ and may be called the Class 

of I’s.  It is evident that this Class cannot 

possibly contain more than one Member: 

hence the Sign of Quantity is ‘all.’  The 

verb ‘have been’ may be replaced by the 

phrase ‘are persons who have been.’”4 

 

He then regiments the relational 

expression into the following subject-

predicate form: “All | I’s | are | persons 

who have been out for a walk.” 

 

Not all logicians, however, were 

satisfied with regimenting relational 

statements into subject-predicate form.  

They wanted relational arguments to 

have their own form, one that was not 

dependent on re-translation. 

 

Above, we used the formula R(y): x 

which is close to contemporary 

                                                           
4
 Carroll, p. 187. 

symbolism.  Consider the sentence, 

“Every boy loves some girl.”  If our 

dictionary is x = boy, and L = loves, and 

y = girl, we would symbolize the 

statement as follows: 

 

L(y): |x| 

 

This is a fairly perspicuous symbolism.  

The L is the relation “loves” while the 

absolute value symbolism quantifies x to 

mean “every.”  The (y) with parentheses 

means some girl, or other. 

 

As you may have noticed, the above 

proposition is in active voice, but how 

would we symbolize a relation in passive 

voice, or a converse relation?  How 

would we symbolize the expression, 

“Some girl (or other) is loved by every 

boy”?  Obviously, this is the converse of 

“Every boy loves some girl,” and we still 

want to use L to symbolize the relation.  

In this case, we’ll use the inverse symbol 

to represent the converse relation as 

follows: 

 

L
-1

|x|: y
 

 

This says, “Some y is L’d by every x,” 

which is the formal equivalent of our 

expression “Some girl is loved by every 

boy.”  In general then any expression of 

the form: 

 

():
 
|| 

 

can be converted to the form 

 


-1

 ||: : 

 

I once thought I had originated the 

inverse symbol R
-1

 but De Morgan had 

already used something similar.  I should 

have known better.  Every time I think 
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I’ve made some startling new discovery, 

it turns out it was already discovered, 

analyzed, discussed thoroughly, 

exhaustively, conclusively, long ago—by 

Adam. 

 

Here are some examples of relational 

expressions in active and passive voice 

using the suggested symbolism: 

 
1. Abelard loves Heloise, Lh:a; active 

voice 

2. Plato taught Aristotle, Ta:p; active 

voice 

3. All the boys married the girls, M(g):|b|; 

active voice 

4. Heloise is loved by Abelard, L
-1

a:h; 

passive voice 

5. Aristotle was taught by Plato, T
-1

p:a; 

passive voice 

6. Some of the girls were married to all of 

the boys, M
-1

|b|:g; passive voice 

 

You may have noticed that in the first 

two sentences, the terms a, h, p, and a 

again represented individuals, Abelard, 

Heloise, Plato, and Aristotle, but that in 

the third sentence, the terms represented 

groups or parts of groups.  In the strict 

sense, we should place absolute value 

signs around names or singulars, but it’s 

okay to leave it off if you remember that 

individuals have “wild” quantity (like 

the joker or aces in a deck of cards).  

This is just to say in different words 

what Carroll said in the quotation 

provided above.  Individuals are in a 

class by themselves, with only one 

member, and thus can be universally 

quantified or particularized as needed. 

 

Here are some possible ways to represent 

relational sentences along with pronoun 

cross-referencing: 

 

* “Someone is loved by someone; she is 

kind.”  L
-1

(y):x1 & Kx1  

** “Some women are loved by someone; 

they are kind.”  L
-1

(y1):w & Ky1 

*** “All women love everyone; they are 

kind.”  L|y|:|x1| & Kx1 

 

The pronouns “she,” or “they,” cross-

reference back to whatever is footnoted, 

which are subscripts used to keep track 

of the subjects involved.  For instance, 

we could symbolize the expression (from 

Sommers), “Someone is a sailor and it’s 

not the case that someone is a child and 

someone fails to give him (or her) a toy” 

as: 

 

Sx1 & ~[Cx2 & ~G(x2(t)):x1] 

 

Notice how the subscripts 1 and 2 make 

it impossible to confuse one person with 

another person in the same sentence.  In 

my opinion, the use of “footnotes” 

eliminates the need to worry about 

pronoun cross referencing. 

 

Here is a proposition that involves both a 

relation and an object within the relation:  

“Jack traded his cow to the peddler for a 

handful of beans.”  Here we have the 

agent, Jack, the direct object, the cow, 

the handful of beans that modifies the 

direct object, and finally the indirect 

object, the peddler. 

   

T(c(p(b))):j 

 

I grant that the more information one 

tries to capture in a sentence, the more 

chance one has of losing one’s middle 

term in a morass of bad grammar.  Be 

that as it may, the above symbolism 

seems to represent the sentence fairly 

well, though for purposes of logical 

simplification, information such as the 
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purchase price of a cow, or other 

information related to a direct object in a 

relation, should be saved for a 

subsequent proposition. 

Relations can be symmetrical, such as 

“is married to,” “is next to,” “is the same 

weight as.”  This means you can reverse 

the relation without any change in 

meaning.  Relations can also be 

asymmetrical, such as “is north of,” “is a 

parent of,” “weighs more than,” which 

expressions cannot be reversed.  Other 

relations can be non-symmetrical, 

meaning they are neutral with respect to 

symmetry.  To say that x loves y does 

not require that y love x, or that y not 

love x.  The statement is neutral, i.e., “If 

x loves y, then y loves x or y does not 

love x.”  Some relations are reflexive, 

such as “is identical with,” or “has the 

same hair color as,” “is the same age as,” 

“is a contemporary of.”  Other relations 

are transitive, such as “is north of,” “is 

an ancestor of, “is father of.” 

 

 

Examples of relational arguments: 

 

1.  Noah is the ancestor of David 

2.  David is the ancestor of Mary 

3. Therefore, Noah is the ancestor of 

Mary. 

 

In logical calculus, this is: 

 

A(d):n & A(m):d = A
2
(m):n 

 

The solution by addition is 

 

1.  A(d):   n 

2.      |d|:      A(m) 

3.  A
2
(m): n           

 

The conclusion is A
2
(m): n, or “Noah is 

the ancestor-ancestor of Mary.”  In using 

addition for relational expressions, we 

can switch them around.  Normally, we 

write expressions in logical calculus 

from right to left, much like Hebrew or 

Arabic.  Nevertheless, when expressions 

are part of a “stacked” calculation, it is 

convenient to hold that there is no 

difference between R(y): x and x: R(y) 

or between Ps and sP, or P|s| and |s|P. 

 

Some other points.  We have “d” as the 

linking term, and it’s important to recall 

that individuals can have universal 

quantity.  The linking term allows the 

first relation to link to the second 

individual, Mary.  We also put the 

superscript 2 in order to show that the 

relation follows an order of two places.  

The conclusion says that Mary has an 

ancestor-ancestor relation with Noah, 

meaning that another ancestor comes 

between Noah and Mary.  Superscripts 

will be important in dealing with 

transitive relations of this sort. 

 

 

 

Here are more examples: 

 

 

Example: Abraham’s descendants: 

 

1.  Abraham was the father of Isaac; 

2.  Isaac was the father of Jacob; 

3.  Jacob was the father of Joseph. 

4. Therefore, Abraham was the great-

grandfather of Joseph 

 

Dictionary: a = Abraham; I = Isaac; j = 

Jacob; y = Joseph; F = father of 

 

F(i): a & F(j):i & F(y):j = F
3
(y):a 

 

Using addition: 
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1.   F(i): a 

2.      |i|:     F(j) 

2a.         a: F(j)           

3.                 |j|: F(y) 

4.           a       : F
3
(y)  

 

The conclusion, “Abraham was the 

great-grandfather of Joseph.” The letters 

i and j are the linking terms that connect 

a with y.  Since the relation is one of 

fatherhood, and three function places are 

given in the premises, the result is father, 

grandfather, and great-grandfather, 

which is symbolized by F
3
. 

 

Here are some relational arguments from 

Englebretsen, Sommers, and Copi: 

 

Example: Helen & the vamp: 

 

1.  Someone loves Helen 

2.  Helen is a vamp 

3.  Someone loves a vamp. 

 

L(h): x & V(h) = L(v):x 

 

Using addition: 

 

1.  L(h): x 

2.  _|h|        V 

3.  L(  ): x,  V 

 

The conclusion can be rewritten as L(v): 

x, meaning “Someone loves a vamp.”  

The linking term is h, and does not go to 

the conclusion.  Note that V and v are 

the same in logical calculus, i.e., a letter 

can be either capitalized or lower case.  I 

say this because some older logicians 

used lower case letters to represent the 

negation of capital letters, but we are not 

using them in that way.  Additionally, 

the comma after x indicates the end of 

the relation, and anything after the 

comma will slot into the empty 

parentheses. 

  

Example: politicians and money: 

 

1.  Some senator gives away some 

money. 

2.  All money is tainted. 

3.  Some senator gives away something 

tainted. 

 

G(m):s & T|m| = G(t):s 

 

By addition: 

 

1.  G(m): s 

2.      |m|     T         

3.  G( ) : s,  T   

3a. G(t): s       

 

The conclusion is G(t):s, or “Some 

senator gives away something tainted.”  

The linking term is m, and T takes its 

place in the conclusion,  

 

Example: Drawing things: 

 

1.  Every circle is a figure. 

2.  Someone draws a circle. 

3.  Someone draws a figure. 

 

Letting x represent someone (or other), 

i.e., some person, we can write the 

premises as follows: 

 

F|c| & D(c):x = D(f):x 

 

1.      |c|       F 

2.   D(c): x___ 

3.   D( ): x,  F 

3a. D(f): x        

 

Conclusion: D(f):x, or “Someone draws 

a figure.”  In this case, the linking term 
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is c and the f slots into the place where c 

was. 

 

Example: A boy and a rose: 

 

1.  Some boy gave a rose to a girl. 

2.  Every rose is a flower. 

3.  Every girl is a child. 

4.  So, some boy gave a child a flower. 

 

G(r(g)):b & F|r| & C|g| = G(c(f)):b 

 

By addition: 

 

1.   G(r(g): b 

2.      |r|           F 

2a. G(  (g): b, F  

2b. G(f(g): b 

3.         |g|           C   

4.   G(f( ): b,      C 

4a. G(f(c): b           

 

The conclusion is “Some boy gave a 

flower to a child” or stated somewhat 

differently, “Some boy gave a child a 

flower.”  The letters r and g are linking 

terms and f slots into the place of r, 

while c slots into the place of g. 

 

 

 

Example: Girls and cats: 

 

1.  Every boy loves some girl. 

2.  Every girl adores every cat. 

3.  Whoever adores every cat is a fool. 

4.  So, every boy loves a fool. 

 

L(g):|b| & A|c|:|g| & F |a|c||)| = L(f):b 

 

 

By addition: 

 

 

 

1.   L(g):     |b| 

2.      |g|:            A|c|        

2a.  L(      ): |b|, A|c| 

2b.  L(A|c|): |b|                

3.                      |a|c||   F         

4.   L( ):        |b|,          F 

4a. L(f):        |b|               

 

The conclusion is L(f):|b|, or “Every boy 

loves (some) fool.”  The linking terms 

are g, b and A|c|.  Note that the 

expression a|c| was quantified to |a|c||.  

The absolute value sign was placed 

around the whole expression in order to 

represent “Whoever adores every cat 

is….”  It was also part of a subject-

predicate expression rather than a 

relational expression and is thus not 

separated by a colon. 

 

Example: Joyful Americans: 

 

1.  Every person who loves some human 

is joyful. 

2.  Every American is human 

3.  So every person who loves some 

American is joyful. 

 

In symbolic form: 

 

J |l(h):x| & H|a| = J |l(a):x| 

 

Solving by addition we have: 

 

1.  J |l(h): x| 

2.       H       |a| 

 

Actually, we can’t derive a valid 

conclusion from this since “some” 

human does not necessarily mean “any” 

human.  The reason is that the linking 

term h is not distributed.  In the last two 

examples we’ve had relations as subject 

terms, both universally quantified as part 

of a subject-predicate expression, 
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resulting in a true linking term.  In this 

argument, though, h did not have the 

absolute value sign around it, and thus 

does not sufficiently link the two 

premises. 

 

Example: Censors and literature: 

 

1.  All censors withhold some books 

from every minor. 

2.  All books are literature. 

3.  Some minors are female. 

4.  Therefore, All censors withhold some 

literature from some females. 

 

W(b|m|):|c| & L|b| & Fm = W(l(f):|c| 

 

1.  W (b|m|): |c| 

2.       |b|              L     

2a. W(  |m|): |c|,   L 

2b. W (l|m|): |c|           

3.           m              F  

4.   W(l( )):   |c|       F 

4a.  W(l(f):   |c|              

 

The conclusion is W(l(f)):|c|, or “All 

censors withhold some literature from 

some females.”  Linking terms are b and 

m, with f slotting into the conclusion. 

 

 

 

Example: Dogs & horses: 

 

1.  Some horses are faster than some 

dogs. 

2.  All dogs are faster than some men. 

3.  Therefore, some horses are faster than 

some men. 

 

F(d): h & F(m): |d| = F
2
(m): h 

 

 

By addition: 

 

1.   F(d):  h 

2.      |d|:       F(m) 

3.   F(  ):   h, F(m) 

3a. F
2
(m): h        

 

The conclusion is F
2
(m): h, or “Some 

horses are faster than some men.”  The d 

is the linking term, and F(m) slots into 

place of d.  The superscript 2 shows that 

the relation of “faster” is a doubled 

relation, as in faster-faster than.  I use it 

instead of F(F(m)), i.e., faster-faster than 

men.  However, in English, the term 

“faster” is a degree term and can stand 

for differential speeds, so the conclusion 

would still be “faster than” rather than 

“faster-faster than.” 

   

 

Example:  Paris & Greeks 

 

1.  Paris loves Helen 

2.  Helen is a Trojan 

3.  No Greek loves any Trojan 

4.  So, Paris is not Greek 

 

The argument in logical calculus is 

represented by the following: L(h):p & 

T|h| & ~L|t|:|g| = ~Gp.  By simple 

conversion we can convert premiss 3 

from ~L|t|:|g| to ~G:|L|t||, or “Every lover 

of every Trojan is not Greek.”  By 

addition we have: 

 

1.   L(h): p 

2.      |h|      T 

2a.  L( ): p, T       

2b.  L(t): p 

3.   | L|t| |:     ~G 

4.             p   ~G  

 

The conclusion is ~Gp, or “Paris is not 

Greek.” 
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Example: Great than: 

 

1.  X is greater than Y 

2.  Y is greater than Z 

3.  Therefore, X is greater than Z 

 

G(y): |x| & G(z): |y| = G(z): |x| 

 

1.  G(y): |x| 

2.      |y|:    G(z)           

3.  G ( ): |x|, G(z) 

3a.G
2
(z): |x|                   

 

 

A Note on Propositional Logic: So far 

we have only been discussing a 

relational logic of terms.  The 

expression: 

 

R(y):x 

 

usually refers to the relation between 

objects, concepts, or terms, etc.  

Nevertheless, if we want to talk about 

the relation between sentences, we 

would use p and q, rather than x and y, 

e.g.: 

 

R(q):p 

 

In this form, p and q might be referring 

to two mathematical sentences or 

equations, and R would signal the 

relation between them. 

 

A relation of terms is isomorphic with 

respect to a relation of propositions.  All 

the rules provided above apply, without 

loss of truth, to a propositional logic, i.e., 

a logic of propositions.  The only 

difference between them is the choice of 

variables used in representing the 

relational expressions. 

 

 

8.  Transposed Syllogisms 

 

In logical calculus, there is very little 

difference between normal syllogisms 

and transposed syllogisms.  The only 

difference is that the premises change 

position.  Whereas in a normal syllogism 

in Barbara, P|m| comes before M|s|, in a 

transposed syllogism, the M|s| comes 

before P|m|.   The conclusion is the same 

in either case, and the same solution 

algorithm applies (under Section 3).  We 

give all the 19 valid syllogisms showing 

that only the premises change position, 

and that the conclusion remains the same 

in all cases with respect to normal form 

syllogisms. 

 

1.  Barbara 

 

All S is M 

All M is P 

Therefore, All S is P. 

M|s|  &  P|m|   =  P|s| 

 

2.  Celarent 

 

All S is M 

No M is P 

Therefore, No S is P 

M|s| &  ~P|m|   =  ~P|s| 

 

3.  Darii 

 

Some S is M 

All M is P 

Therefore, Some S is P 

Ms  &  P|m|  =  Ps 

 

4.  Ferio 

 

Some S is M 

No M is P 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

Ms  &  ~P|m|   =  ~Ps 
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5.  Cesare 

 

All S is M 

No P is M 

Therefore, No S is P 

M|s|  &  ~M|p| = ? 

M|s|  &  ~P|m|   =  ~P|s| 

 

6.  Camestres 

 

No S is M 

All P is M 

Therefore, No S is P 

~M|s| &  M|p| = ?  

~M|s| & ~P~|m|   =  ~P|s| 

 

7.  Festino 

 

Some S is M 

No P is M 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

Ms  &  ~M|p|  = ? 

Ms  &  ~P|m|  =  ~Ps 

 

8.  Baroko 

 

Some S is not M 

All P is M 

There, Some S is not P 

~Ms  &  M|p|  =  ? 

~Ms  &  ~P|~m|   =  ~Ps 

 

9.  Darapti 

 

All M is S 

All M is P 

Therefore, Some S is P 

S|m|  &   P|m|  = ? 

Ms  &  P|m|   =  Ps 

 

10.  Disamis 

 

All M is S 

Some M is P 

Therefore, Some S is P 

S|m|  &  Pm = ? 

Ms  &  Pm   =  Ps 

 

11.  Datisi 

 

Some M is S 

All M is P 

Therefore, Some S is P 

Sm  &  P|m| = ? 

Ms  &  P|m|  =  Ps 

 

12.  Felapton 

 

All M is S 

No M is P 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

S|m| &  ~P|m| = ? 

Ms  &  ~P|m|   =  ~Ps 

 

13.  Bokardo 

 

All M is S 

Some M is not P 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

S|m| &  ~Pm = ? 

Ms  &  ~Pm   =  ~Ps 

 

14.  Ferison 

 

Some M is S 

No M is P 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

Sm &  ~P|m| = ? 

Ms &  ~P|m|  =  ~Ps 

 

15.  Bramantip 

 

All M is S 

All P is M 

Therefore, Some S is P 

S|m| &  M|p| = ? 

Ms  &  Pm  =  Ps 

 

16.  Camenes 
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No M is S 

All P is M 

Therefore, No S is P 

~S|m| &  M|p|  = ? 

~M|s|  &  ~P|~m|   =  ~P|s| 

 

17.  Dimaris 

 

All M is S 

Some P is M 

Therefore, Some S is P 

S|m| &  Mp = ? 

Ms &  Pm  =  Ps  

 

18.  Fesapo 

 

All M is S 

No P is M 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

S|m| &  ~M|p| = ? 

Ms &  ~P|m|  =  ~Ps 

 

19.  Fresison 

 

Some M is S 

No P is M 

Therefore, Some S is not P 

Sm  &  ~M|p| = ? 

Ms  &  ~P|m|   =  ~Ps 

 

Finis 


